Was a 4-story Class 3 (brick & wood joist) structure. It was a vacant building.
However, it was a building that had Squatters in it and was a known drug location.
The building was 60’ x 100’ in its area. It was a corner building with the Atkins
Avenue being the exposure 1 side and Hegeman Avenue being the exposure 4
side. The windows had Housing and Urban Development (HUD) coverings which
consisted of a sheet of plywood with wooden cross bracing securing the plywood
on the occupancy side of the window, tied together by threaded rods.
The top floor ceiling had 2” x 3” ceiling runners. These runners were butted
and cleated with 1”x 2” furring strips. The wood grid work hung by 1” x 2” wood
straps. There was no firm anchoring of the ceiling to walls or partitions. This
created a ceiling void.

The Fire: On September 10, 1991 at 0448 hours, Ladder 107 had just returned
to their firehouse after operating at a Third Alarm in
Queens. Ladder Company 110 had been relocated to
Ladder 107’s quarters. Brooklyn Fire Alarm
Dispatchers started receiving telephone calls
reporting a fire opposite 1004 Hegeman Avenue in a
vacant building. Brooklyn Box 1918 was transmitted.
Engines 290, 236, Ladders 107, 103, and Battalion 39
were dispatched. Ladder 110, received a verbal
alarm from a Mr. Mark Lucas, a Security Guard,
reporting a fire at Atkins and Hegeman Avenues.
Lieutenant Charles Daly of Ladder 110 contacted the
Brooklyn Dispatcher and volunteered to respond.
Ladder 110 was added to the box.
On-duty in Ladder 110 for the night tour of
September 9, 1991 was Lieutenant Charles Daly, Firefighter (Fr.) James Monaghan
(Irons), Probationary Firefighter (Pr. Fr.) Kevin Kane (Can), Fr. Peter Tracy (Roof),
Fr. John Watt (OV).
Engine 290, led by
Lieutenant Tony Varriale, arrived
first at the box. Squatters were
seen coming down the fire
escape. A glow could be seen
coming from the roof level. He
transmitted a 10-75 at 0455
hours. Ladder 110 arrived at the
same time and transmitted a 1075 as well.
Ladder 110 started operating. They saw that the front door was secured
with plywood and a chain. He ordered his forcible entry team to cut the chain so
a hose line could be stretched.

Lieutenant Varriale made his way into the first floor of the fire building. He
stuck his head out a door leading toward the rear of the building
and into the shaft. He saw that there was fire coming out four
windows on the top floor. He advanced to the top floor.
Climbing the stairway was a difficult task. It was filled with
debris. The Firefighters from Engine 290 took the hydrant at the
intersection of Adkins Avenue and Hegeman Avenue and started
stretching the first hose line. Engine 236 arrived at the fire.
Lieutenant Varriale told them to start the second hose line.
Battalion Chief Joseph Flynn of the 39 Battalion arrived at
the fire. He saw the fire at the roof level. He called the Brooklyn
Dispatcher and requested an additional Engine and
Truck.
Lieutenant Varriale made it to the top floor at
0457 hours. He saw heavy fire coming out of apartment
door. There was little smoke, just heavy fire coming out
of the apartment door and racing up the stairway toward
the stairway bulkhead. He saw that there was fire in two
apartments. He radioed Battalion Chief Flynn of the
situation.
Ladder 107 arrived at the fire, led by Lieutenant
William Olsen. Fr. Terrence Jordan positioned Ladder
107’s Tower Ladder on the Hegeman Avenue side of the
building. They began to set up the Tower Ladder and
raise the bucket to the top floor.
Ladder 103 arrived at the fire led by Captain Ron Quartuccio. They raised
their aerial ladder to the roof. Pr. Fr. Dan Joyce started climbing the ladder with
the saw. The forcible entry team made it to the top floor where they start
searching the adjoining apartments. They found people in one of the apartments
and started removing them.

Fr. John Watt and Fr. Peter Tracy of Ladder 110 went to the fire escape and
the gooseneck ladder to gain access to the roof. They would be followed by Fr.
Dan Libretti of Ladder 103 and Fr. Ed O’Neil of Ladder 107.

The forcible entry team of Ladder 110 arrived at the top floor. Pr. Fr. Kane
utilized his extinguisher to knock down flames coming from apartment D-1.
Lieutenant Daly searched apartment D-4 and Fr. Monaghan searched apartment
D-6.
Battalion Chief Flynn of
Battalion 39 continued his sizeup. He went to the rear
doorway on the first floor to
look at the conditions on the
top floor. He then climbed the
stairway to the half-landing
between the 3rd and 4th floors.
He transmitted the “All-Hands”
at this time.

Ladder 107’s forcible entry team, led by
Lieutenant Olsen, arrived at the top floor as Battalion
Chief Flynn transmitted the “All-Hands”.
Engine 290 got their hose line into position at
the top floor at 0459. They started flaking out their
hose line up the stairway. Due to the heavy fire
spreading into the public hallway, they recognized that
they would have to start their attack in the hallway
before making entry into the fire apartment.
Lieutenant Varriale called his Chauffer to “start water”.
Fr. Michael Kelly radioed back, “here comes your
water”. Lieutenant Varriale radioed a message to
Battalion Chief Flynn stating that there was fire in two
apartments.
Engine 236 was stretching their hose line at 0500
hours. The hose line kept getting snagged. They had to
navigate around the first hose line, debris, and people
in the stairway.
Engine 332 arrived at the fire led by Lieutenant
Henry Gmelin. Battalion Chief Flynn ordered
Lieutenant Gmelin to stretch a third hose line up the
front fire escape (on the Atkins Avenue side). Fr.
Libretti of Ladder 103 was just completing forcing the
formidable HUD window covering. Engine 332 got their
hose line to the top floor at 0501 hours.
Pr. Fr. Joyce of Ladder 103 started cutting the
roof over apartment D-2. Members working on the top floor could hear the cuts
being made in the roof deck.

Engine 290 advanced their hose
line. They knocked down fire in the
hallway, and then the kitchen of
apartment D-1 (the right side
apartment, D-2 was the left side).
They then advanced into the living
room. While Engine 290 was
advancing their hose line, the forcible
entry team of Ladder 110 entered
apartment D-2.
Fr. Watt and Fr. Tracy of Ladder
110 make it to the roof at 0504 hours.
The smoke condition was heavy on the
roof. Pr. Fr. Joyce had the hole in the
roof cut but not yet pulled. Fire was
showing out of the cuts in the roof.
The smoke was so thick on the roof
that Fr. Tracy of Ladder 110 had
trouble starting the saw. Pr. Fr. Joyce
radioed to Lieutenant Daly of Ladder 110 that the roof is opened and there is fire
in the cockloft. Battalion Chief Flynn ordered Lieutenant Dennis Gordon of Ladder
175 to split his unit and send a team to the roof and a team to the top floor.
Engine 332’s hose line made it to the top floor with the third hose line (via
the front fire escape) and they started their advance into apartment D-4. Fr.
Libretti of Ladder 103 entered the apartment with them. At this time, Engine
236’s hose line arrived at the top floor and called for water.
At 0506 hours, members on the roof felt the roof move, similar to a
bounce. Lieutenant Daly of Ladder 110 heard a loud “whoosh”. The ceiling had
collapsed in apartment D-2. He immediately heard Pr. Fr. Kane call for help.
Lieutenant Daly responded to Pr. Fr. Kane’s call but he was blocked by the
collapsed ceiling. The ceiling was in a “lean-to” state. Lieutenant Daly tried to get

to Pr. Fr. Kane from the
doorway. Lieutenant Daly
could see him in the fullyinvolved room. Lieutenant
Daly continued to try to
break through the collapsed
ceiling. Lieutenant Daly
transmitted a “Mayday”
message at this time.
Pr. Fr. Kane’s call for
help can be heard in the
street by Fr. Joseph Marotta (Engine 332’s Chauffeur) and Lieutenant Tim Joyce
(Engine 283) and the rest of the Firefighters from Engine 283. Fr. Marotta
transmitted over the handi-talkie: “Urgent, Fireman trapped on the Hegeman
Avenue side”. Battalion Chief Flynn transmitted a 2nd alarm at 0506 hours.
Lieutenant Tim Joyce of
Engine 283 saw that Ladder
107’s bucket was at the fire
escape on the top floor. He
climbed to the turntable to
move the bucket to the
window where Pr. Fr. Kane
was. Fr. Stanley and Fr. Jordan
from Ladder 107 made their
way to the fire escape and the
bucket of Ladder 107 to get to
Pr Fr. Kane.
Rescue 2 arrived at the fire led by Captain Ray Downey. He heard Pr. Fr.
Kane’s yelling at the window. He had the members of Rescue 2 go back to their
apparatus to obtain first aid and burn equipment.

Firefighters from Engine 283 quickly stretched a hose
line from Engine 332’s apparatus to attempt to protect Pr.
Fr. Kane from the fire.
Lieutenant Daly from Ladder 110 finally was able to
move the collapsed ceiling. However, there was heavy fire
between Lieutenant Daly and Pr. Fr. Kane. Firefighter Kane
went to the window of the living room of apartment D-2.
He saw Tower Ladder 107’s bucket approaching his window.
Engine 236 began their advance with their hose line
into apartment D-2. Lieutenant Daly met up with Engine 236
and directed them to the rear bedroom and living room.
Engine 236 directed their hose line into the fire area but their
hose line advance was thwarted by the hose line being
snagged. Lieutenant Dennis Gordon of Ladder 175 crawled
past the nozzle team of Engine 236 in an attempt to make it
to the rear bedroom.
Firefighter Stanley of Ladder 107 grabbed the controls
of the tower ladder bucket within the bucket. Fr. Jordan ran
down the fire escape on the Hegeman Avenue side to get to the turntable of his
apparatus. Fr. Stanley brought the bucket up from below. Heavy fire was venting
from the target window where Kevin Kane was. As the bucket got closer, 5 – 10
feet away, Pr. Fr. Kane dove for the tower ladder bucket. The gate on the control
side was open and Pr. Fr.
Kane was partially hanging
out of the bucket. Fr. Stanley
had to pull him into the
bucket. Pr. Fr. Kane was on
fire. Fr. Stanley had to beat
the flames out with his hands
as the tower ladder bucket
was being brought to ground.

Firefighters from Engine 283
directed their hose stream on the
bucket as it travelled to ground.
Lieutenant Dennis Gordon
of Ladder 175 made it to the
room where Pr. Fr. Kane was
located. Fire was still in the room
and over his head. He retreated
and told the Officer of Engine 236
that they will have to knock down
some more fire before he can
complete his search. Engine 236 told Lieutenant Gordon that Pr. Fr. Kane had
already been removed from the window.
Lieutenant Varriale of Engine 290 heard over the radio
that a Firefighter was trapped and at a window. Lieutenant
Varriale thought that a firefighter had fallen through the roof
and into the rear room which was fully involved in fire.
Lieutenant Tony Varriale pushed his firefighters to
aggressively attack the last room in an attempt to extinguish
the fire trapping the firefighter.
As the tower ladder bucket reached the street, Rescue
2 started treatment of Pr. Fr. Kane. They removed his gear.
Engine 283 used their hose stream to extinguish any
remaining fire on Pr. Fr. Kane. At 0508 hours, Battalion Chief Flynn of Battalion 39
called for a NYPD Helicopter to transport the injured firefighter.
Probationary Firefighter Kevin C. Kane was transported to the New York
Hospital Cornell Medical Center Burn Center. He had 2nd and 3rd degree burns to
82% of his body. He also had smoke inhalation and respiratory burns. The
complete rescue of Pr. Fr. Kevin Kane took approximately 60 – 90 seconds.

During that period of time, Kevin Kane was exposed to direct flame

contact. Probationary Firefighter Kevin C. Kane succumbed to his
injuries on September 13, 1991.
Firefighter Kevin C. Kane was 30 years old. He was appointed to
the FDNY on October 21, 1990. He was a former member of the New
York City Emergency Medical Service. He served our Country as a First
Lieutenant in the 82nd Airborne Division of the U.S. Army. The FDNY
was close to
commissioning a new
fireboat at the time
of this fire. Marine 6
was commissioned as
the “Kevin C. Kane”.
He was
posthumously
awarded the
“Brooklyn Citizens
Medal” for his
courage and heroism in attempting to search apartment D-2 on the top
floor of 495 Atkins Avenue. May he rest in peace. Never forget!

Ceiling collapse does
not cause the collapse of
another structural element.
It is relatively low on the
hierarchy of structural
elements. However, a ceiling
collapse can cause a rapid
increase in fire in the space
above the collapsed ceiling
and trap operating
firefighters.
When a ceiling
collapses, it initially
compresses the air in the
room and creates a vacuum
in the space above the
collapsed ceiling. This
vacuum draws air in and the
fire within the space above
the collapsed ceiling rapidly
increases. Firefighters are
injured from the resultant smoke and fire increase.
A plaster ceiling that is directly affixed to ceiling
beams is usually one to two inches thick. There are some
ornamental plaster ceilings that are four to five inches
thick. When water is applied to these ceilings, they
absorb water. Pieces of plaster can become dislodged
and strike firefighters. The thicker plaster and plaster
ceilings that are above 15 feet can injure firefighters.

Hose streams can deliver 250
gallons of water per minute. This places
more than a ton of water per minute
into the ceiling.
Suspended ceilings are more
dangerous for firefighters than directly
affixed ceilings. They are found in renovated buildings, stores, and top floors.
They are hung from ceiling beams by vertical wire, wood, or steel. Most times,
the suspended ceiling covers an older ceiling that is not removed. The older
ceiling will probably have holes punched in it for running of plumbing or wires.
This type of ceiling creates a large open void that has a “Swiss cheese” barrier
above it, allowing fire travel.
When suspended ceilings are exposed to fire, the hangers can fail and
cause the collapse of the ceiling in one large piece. The grid work of the
suspended ceiling can entangle
and trap firefighters working in
the area. Depending on the size
of the area and the construction
of the ceiling, a suspended
ceiling can weigh several
thousand pounds. “The heavier
the suspended ceiling, the
greater chance of entrapment
and the more difficult and time
consuming rescue effort”.
Lightweight wire suspending ceilings can collapse sooner than wood
hangers or steel hangers. Firefighters are particularly susceptible to getting hung
up on the wire hangers. A “quick-release escape” maneuver with the selfcontained breathing apparatus (SCBA) may allow a firefighter to extricate
himself/herself from a collapsed wire suspended ceiling.

The most important first step in rescuing
a trapped firefighter at a ceiling collapse is to
knock the fire down in the area above the
collapsed ceiling.
If the ceiling collapse and fire occurs on
the top floor, a firefighter may appear at a
window. It is important to have the Chauffeur
of an aerial apparatus to position and set-up
the rig to reach the top floor windows. FDNY
Firefighting Procedures addresses this subject:
FFP Ladders 2 Sec. 7.5: Ladder
Chauffeurs should remain on the turntable when members have entered the
building by aerial ladder and are in precarious positions such as: a floor over a
heavy fire; the roof of a building with a heavy fire condition, etc. The Chauffeur
should keep alert as to the who, when, where of members using the aerial ladder.”
FFP Ladders 3, Sec. 3.2.4: “The Chauffeur’s position is the front of the
building. The Chauffeur of an aerial ladder shall not operate in a manner that will
in any way impede their return to the pedestal and cause a delay in positioning or
repositioning the aerial for rescue or removal operations. The Chauffeur must
notify their Company Officer of intended destination when leaving this primary
position.”

FFP Ladders 6, Sec. 2.4: “Whenever a
Tower Ladder operation is in progress, the
pedestal position must be staffed. This provides
an extra pair of eyes to warn of impending
danger and override basket controls in an
emergency.”
It is important to identify the type of
ceiling of the fire occupancy. Check to see if fire is in the ceiling and if there are
several layers of ceiling. This should be done near the entrance door.
Firefighters operating in areas where there may be a ceiling collapse,
should stay near furniture, or counters, etc. that would create a void should the
ceiling collapse. An open floor area, where there is no furniture to create a void is
dangerous.
One way to rescue a trapped firefighter after a ceiling collapse is to use a
portable ladder as a lever to raise the fallen ceiling.
Rescuing firefighters can use saws and hand tools to breech a collapsed
ceiling.
When a ceiling collapses in a one story taxpayer, rescuing firefighters can
gain access to the rear of the occupancy via the sidewalk cellar gate and the
cellar. They can quickly advance to the rear of the occupancy and make entry into
the collapsed area from below.
For top floor fires with fire in the cockloft, check the ceiling void before
entry into the apartment. Take the handle end of the hook and make a small hole
in the ceiling. If there is fire in the void, smoke or fire will pour out of the small
hole. Do not pull the ceilings in the apartment before a charged hose line is in
position. Take the top floor windows before pulling the ceiling.
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